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Swing frame for explorers
Our Explore series has a selection of swing frames to suit every need. All the Explore
models feature painted frames and a decorative gable element that matches the
Explore series’ themed universe and which stimulates role-play and imagination.

A modular swing frame makes it possible for several children to swing at the same
time. In addition, the modular swing frame is available in several different
combinations, which can be tailored to specific age groups or span a wide age group
depending on which seats are chosen.

Classic swing seat
The safety seat is our classic swing seat, which is designed with a thick rubber surface
to prevent children from sliding off when the swing is at its highest. Moreover, the
rubber dissipates heat and therefore prevents the seat from becoming too hot on
sunny days. This choice of material helps to ensure a comfortable and safe ride that
children can enjoy again and again.

Why choose LEDON Explore?

Low-maintenance play equipment in natural colours.

In particular, it challenges and stimulates children’s social skills, motor skills and
balance.

The play systems come in a wide range of sizes and price classes to suit every need.

A theme world that arouses children’s natural interest in experiencing and exploring
the world.

The largest theme world with many different items of play equipment for the entire
playground.

Made in Denmark

Developed with children

Low-maintenance

Sustainable materials

Fully certified

Specifications
Article number
1190EXA: In-ground mounting

Recommended ages
From 1 year

Product dimensions (LxWxH)
796 x 227 x 243 cm

Area requirement incl. safety
distances (LxW)
796 x 725 cm

Max. fall height
136 cm

Recommended ages
2 persons 7 hours

Other details

This product is inclusive

Click here to see more about the product on our website: 
www.ledonplay.com/product/1190exa
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1190EXA
Metal module swing frame Scale 1:100

 (when printed at 100%)
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Made in Denmark
Read more

Developed with children
Read more

Low-maintenance
Read more

Fully certified
Read more
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